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Introduction
This report documents the results of a study commissioned to examine the
impacts of the development of inland intermodal transport network and
logistics facilities on hinterland penetration of ports. The study was
undertaken as  part of the U NESCAP p roj ect  on the In tegrated
International Transport and Logistics System for North-East Asia with
financial support of the Government of the Republic of Korea.
The study comprised three main areas of investigation and research:
n identification of the impacts of the development of inland intermodal

transport network and logistics facilities on hinterland penetration of
ports, including case studies from North America, Europe and/or
other regions;

n identification of infrastructure and institutional problems that limit the
opportunities of ports in Asia to serve expanded hinterlands; and

n development of draft policy guidelines for the improvement of
transport and logistics facilities to expand port hinterlands, which can
be suggested to the governments of the Asian countries.

The structure of the report reflects these activities.

Case studiesCase studiesCase studiesCase studiesCase studies
Section A p resents a series of five case studies on ports that have
expanded their markets into hinterland areas or areas beyond their normal
reach through the development of intermodal networks and logistics
facilities.
The first case study focuses on the combined efforts of the Ports of Los
Angeles and Long Beach over the last twenty years to position themselves
as the key southwest coast gateway ports to the lucrative industrial
Midwest centre of the United States of America. As well as capturing
about 70 per cent of the United States West Coast container trade, the two
ports have the largest concentration of intermodal rail facilities in North
America.
A second case study on North American ports considers the strategies
implemented by Vancouver, Seattle and Tacoma ports. Located near each
other on the northwest coast of North America, they are an interesting
illustration of the use of competition and cooperation to increase
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hinterland market reach. Like the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach,
they have been very successful in positioning themselves as gateway ports
to h in terland ma rket s.  Unlike t he Californian ports they h ave
comparatively small local catchment areas, and as much as 80 per cent of
the container volume moving through them is not for local consumption,
but destined for other places such as the Midwest and even the North
American East Coast.
Brisbane Multimodal Terminal, located in the Port of Brisbane, Australia
is the focus of the next case study. Through a range of strategies the Port
of  Brisbane Corporation has been able to attract  cargo owners and
shipping carriers who would normally call at the Ports of Sydney or
Melbourne to use its multimodal terminal to move freight by rail to and
from the Port of Brisbane and the southern state hubs.
Perhaps the most provocative entrepreneurial business growth strategy is
demonst rated by the Port of Tauranga in New Zealand,  with the
development of MetroPort Auckland, a dry port about 220 kilometres
away, but only a few kilometres across the city from its main competitor
the Port of Auckland.
The final case study is about an inland port, Duisburg Port, located in
Germany, which is having some very promising early success in attracting
container trade through its recently opened intermodal terminal, drawing
it away from a number of major coastal ports including Rotterdam and
Antwerp.

Challenges for Asian ports and suggestedChallenges for Asian ports and suggestedChallenges for Asian ports and suggestedChallenges for Asian ports and suggestedChallenges for Asian ports and suggested
policies for governmentspolicies for governmentspolicies for governmentspolicies for governmentspolicies for governments
An overview of the challenges faced by Asian ports, as well as some of
the early signs of success achieved by some of these ports in penetrating
hinterland markets, is the subject matter of Section B. Also discussed in
this section is a brief consideration of the potential benefits that can be
gained from improved intermodal transport networks, as well as the role
that ports, other transport chain players and governments can play in
realising these benefits.
Chapter 8 through to Chapter 11 address in more detail a range of
challenges faced by Asian ports, while offering a set of draft policy
guidelines. One of the key sets of challenges faced by ports and their
customers and intermodal partners is the plethora of inconsistent and time
consuming systems, rules and procedures that must be adhered to in
moving cargo across international boundaries. A related set of difficulties
is caused by regulatory regimes and competition policies that make it
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difficult for international intermodal and logistics specialists to gain
adequate access to transport sector markets in Asian countries. These
issues and a set of suggested policies are outlined in Chapters 8 and 9.
Inadequate rail, road and inland waterway infrastructure and supporting
facilities and systems, coupled with poorly coordinated linkages between
transport modes, make it d if ficult for many Asian ports and their
intermodal collaborators to deliver the seamless, time sensitive door-to-
door services that are being provided to cargo owners by ports in Europe
and North America. Not only are these problems complex but they are
also very expensive to address for many Asian countries. Chapter 10
discusses these challenges and suggests a number of ways in which Asian
country governments can address them through the use of long-term
planning and appropriate support, as well as the use of public-private
partnerships.
The final chapter of the report,  Chapter 11,  is devoted to transport
institutions, their employees and the communities that are affected by
intermodal transport operations. The chapter discusses the importance of
government transport agencies being st ructured with a broa d and
integrated focus on intermodal interests. It then focuses on a range of
institutional and organizational issues related to ports. These include the
need for Asian ports to have a strategic economic development role with
the mandate to invest in the long-term growth of the port’s business, and
the work practices and business skills to support their growth strategies,
while also looking after the interests of community stakeholders and the
environment. The chapter also discusses the need for Asian country
governments to support ongoing improvement in specialist logis tics
capabilities among not only port managers but also other players in the
intermodal transport network.




